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choose next. Once read they go to another location according to subject matter. And once read 

they are recorded in a little book so that I can remember what I have read and when. It is 

interesting to see in which years more books are read than others. These are the happy years. 

The years when only a tiny handful are recorded are the anxious years – the years when con-

centration was shattered, for one reason or another. 

Books, pictures and fl owers – three essential ingredients for turning a house into a home. 

Combined with good food, love and laughter – what more could one want? 

I stopped dog walking at the Shelter just before my birthday. I had been walking for four years. 

Perhaps it is the sadness of the place, the never-endingness of it all that fi nally got to me. I don’t 

know. All I know is that I want to forget about it for a while. A sense of loneliness always 

seemed to gather whenever I was there for reasons I could not even explain to myself, although 

it is true that I have been missing some people who used to walk the dogs with me, and who 

are no longer there. Nothing stays the same for ever. People move in and out of our lives and 

even the happiest companionships do not always last as long as we would like them to. ‘There’s 

no point doing something if you’re not enjoying it,’ said fellow dog walker, Shirley, over a cof-

fee. She is right, of course, and I am grateful that she is so understanding. Explanations can be 

so complicated and are often so unnecessary – thankfully.

After all the rain, the sun came out at last and the gardeners devoted themselves to cleaning up 

– sticks and branches mostly. I have done next to no gardening this month but have worked 

instead on a story with illustrations. On the last day of June – just when I had fi nally completed 

revising it – I suddenly felt quite ill. I had been sitting for so long at the computer in one fi xed, 

rigid position, and so totally absorbed in the project, that I developed chest pains, indigestion, 

and even a toothache. Rob had to sit me down and give me a glass of wine to recover. 

I had forgotten Barbara’s sage advice. When we are painting together she often reminds me 

to take a break, to go for a walk around the room, make a cup of coffee – anything to escape 

physical rigidity and gain a fresh perspective on the task in hand. The glass of wine and a walk 

in the garden did the trick – then all that remained was to cook dinner and bid the world 

good night. 
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June seems to be full of birthdays, mine included. They are something of an event in 

our house – although Rob did forget one year and as a result now has numerous people 

ready to remind him. Although we do like to go out to celebrate  – and the more cele-

brations the better – I like to cook special dishes at home as well. 

This is one of my favourite menus, and always makes it a birthday to remember.

A birthday lunch 

Pea and mint soup with goat’s cheese tortellini

To make the soup, combine the potato, onion and stock in a medium saucepan. Add salt and 
pepper to taste and bring to the boil. Simmer for 20 minutes or until the vegetables are soft. 
Towards the end of the cooking time, add the peas, mint and parsley. When the soup is 
ready, tip into a food processor or blender and blend until smooth. Thin with a little water to 
adjust the consistency, if need be. Stir in the cream and adjust the seasonings to your liking.

To make the tortellini, bring a large saucepan of salted water to the boil and cook the 
potatoes until they are soft, but not falling apart. Drain well and leave to cool. When cool, 
pass the potatoes through a mouli or a fi ne sieve, directly onto your work surface. Sprinkle 
on the fl our and season with salt and pepper. Add the egg yolk and use your hands to quickly 
and lightly work into a dough.

Divide the dough into quarters and feed each one through a pasta machine, working 
from the widest setting down to the third-thinnest setting. (This dough is not rolled as thin 
as pasta dough.) Dust with extra fl our if the dough becomes sticky. If the sheets are lumpy, 
start over again. Keep the rolled sheets covered with a tea towel while you make the rest.

To make the fi lling, mix the goat’s cheese with the lemon juice, and add salt and pepper 
to taste.

Both the soup and tortellini can be made ahead of time, making this an ideal starter 

when entertaining.

PEA AND MINT SOUP

1 potato, peeled and chopped
1 brown onion, chopped
1½ cups chicken or vegetable stock
salt
freshly ground black pepper
500 g frozen peas
2 tablespoons chopped mint leaves
2 tablespoons chopped parsley
½ cup pouring cream

GOAT’S CHEESE TORTELLINI

400 g potatoes (I like to use desirée), 
peeled and roughly chopped

1 scant cup (160 g) plain fl our
salt
freshly ground black pepper
1 egg yolk
250 g goat’s cheese
squeeze of lemon juice
sprigs of chervil or chives to garnish

Lay the sheets out on your work surface and cut into 3 cm squares. Place a heaped 
teaspoon of the fi lling on each square and fold over corner to corner into triangles. Press 
the edges together to seal. Bring the 2 opposite corners together and press them to create the 
traditional tortellini shape. Transfer the tortellini to a baking tray lined with baking paper, 
cover with plastic wrap and refrigerate until needed. Alternatively, freeze until required. 

When ready to cook, bring a large saucepan of salted water to the boil then lower the 
heat to a gentle simmer. Cook the tortellini in batches of 6–8, taking care not to overcrowd 
the pan. When they fl oat to the surface, they are done. Remove with a slotted spoon and 
transfer to an oven dish. Keep warm in a low oven until required.

To serve, place 3 tortellini in each serving bowl and ladle on the hot soup. Decorate 
with a sprig of chervil or fi nely snipped chives. 

Serves 4

Coq au vin with Melba toasts

Preheat the oven to 200ºC.
Melt a little butter and oil in a heavy-based frying pan. Cut the bacon into strips and 

fry over a medium heat until crisp and golden. Remove to a plate and set aside.
Add the onions and garlic to the same pan and fry over a low–medium heat until the 

onions start to colour and soften, around 5–10 minutes. Add the mushrooms and cook 

This is not the traditional way of cooking coq au vin, but it is delicious and as free of fat 

as possible. I have found over the years that skimming away the fat from the surface of 

a casserole as it cooks is not very successful. My method involves browning and cooking 

the chicken through before braising it in liquid. This way, a lot of the fat renders out of 

the chicken and can be easily blotted away.

The Melba toasts are easy to make and look attractive, but you could just as well 

serve the coq au vin with toasted sourdough to mop up the sauce.

butter for frying
olive oil for frying
4 bacon rashers, rind and excess 

fat removed
16 small white onions, peeled
4 cloves garlic, roughly chopped
400 g little button mushrooms
2 small chickens, jointed into 2 legs 

and 2 breasts with wings attached 
fl our
salt

freshly ground black pepper
2 cups red wine
2 cups chicken stock 
4 sprigs thyme, washed and chopped
4 sprigs parsley, washed 

and chopped
4 bay leaves

MELBA TOASTS

4 slices white sandwich bread, 
crusts removed

melted butter 

June seems to be full of birthdays mine included They are something of an event in

A birthday lunch 
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until just tender. Stir in the thyme and parsley and cook for a few more seconds then transfer 
to a bowl and set aside. 

Dust the chicken pieces in fl our, seasoned with a little salt and pepper. Add a little more 
oil and butter to the frying pan and fry the chicken (in batches if need be) until golden brown 
and cooked through. It will take around 20 minutes. Remove the chicken from the pan and 
drain on kitchen paper, blotting away excess fat.

Place the chicken pieces in a large clay pot or casserole dish. Sprinkle on 2 tablespoons 
fl our, ¼ teaspoon salt, and pepper. Add the wine and chicken stock and mix with the fl our. 
Add the bacon, onions, garlic and mushrooms to the casserole, then tuck in the bay leaves. 
Cover with a lid and bake in the oven for 45 minutes, or until the chicken is tender and the 
sauce thick and glossy. 

To make the Melba toasts, roll the bread fi rmly with a rolling pin. Cut in half diagonally, 
brush with melted butter and bake in the oven until crisp and fairly dry.

Serve the coq au vin with roasted new potatoes and Melba toasts on the side.

Serves 4

Flourless chocolate cake with raspberry sauce

To make the raspberry sauce, combine the raspberries and caster sugar in a large saucepan 
and heat gently until the sugar has completely dissolved. Push through a fi ne sieve to remove 
the seeds and leave to cool.

Preheat the oven to 180ºC. Butter a 24 cm springform cake tin and line the base with 
baking paper.

Combine the chocolate and butter in a bowl over simmering water or in a double boiler. 
Stir when melted and remove from the heat.

In a separate bowl, beat the egg yolks, vanilla and 100 g of the sugar until thick and pale. 
Stir in the melted chocolate and butter mixture.

In a separate bowl whisk the egg whites with the rest of the sugar to form soft peaks. 
Tip onto the chocolate batter, then sprinkle on the almond meal and cocoa powder. Fold 
everything together lightly and thoroughly. Pour into the prepared cake tin, cover with 
foil or baking paper, and bake for 40 minutes. Cool in the tin, then carefully invert onto 
a serving plate. Serve with raspberry sauce and a dollop of thick cream. 

Serves 10

Although I like to eat seasonally wherever possible, frozen raspberries are excellent for 

making raspberry sauce, so this dessert can be made all year round.

220 g dark chocolate, roughly chopped
125 g butter
6 eggs, separated
1 teaspoon vanilla
200 g caster sugar
200 g almond meal
1 tablespoon cocoa powder
thick cream to serve

R ASPBERRY SAUCE

1 kg raspberries
1 cup caster sugar
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Winter teaches us about detachment, numbness. 

But it’s a way to get through. 

From winter we learn silence and acceptance 

and the stillness thickens.

GAIL BARISON, THE WINTER SOLSTICE OF MY SOUL

How bleak everything is. There are only tiny violets, the palest hellebores and clusters of soft 

pink and white fl owers on the daphne. The garden is grey, stark, washed out and bare, full of 

leafl ess trees, brown earth and plants that look like dead sticks. ‘All we can do is make it neat,’ 

I say, looking at Bryce and Rodney, and they agree. But what should we do? Is it too early to 

prune the roses or cut the pentstemons back? Should we raze the African daisies to the ground? 

Will the statice ever recover? I don’t have patience with plants that look dead. ‘Get rid of it!’ I 

said. So Bryce obligingly digs out two offending Marguerite daisies. ‘They are a great disap-

pointment unless you treat them like annuals,’ I explain. Bryce takes that on board but later as 

I pass the glasshouse there they are potted up – two dead daisy bushes. He must think my 

methods very harsh.

The English plane tree is the barometer of the seasons and as I look out from my bedroom 

into its uppermost branches I am kept up-to-date. No sign of buds yet. I tried to grow planes 

at Torryburn – a hundred in fact – and they all died. Lack of water, lack of drainage and harsh, 

hot winds meant they really hated it there. As if by way of recompense I have been rewarded 

here at Whitley with the most beautiful and unusual tree – unusual because it does not have a 

single trunk. Instead, fi ve trunks branch out from a base just above the ground. Tree experts 

stand and marvel. One such group from the Highlands Garden Club expressed the view that 

perhaps when the hole was dug for the tree, not just one tree was planted but fi ve, and that as 

they grew they fused together at the base before spreading out. I don’t know if that’s possible, 

but neither I who look out into its branches, nor the currawongs who nest there, really care, 

as long as it is there. 

The sun is shining once more and drying out sodden paddocks. Not that we’re complaining, 

sodden paddocks are a novelty. White daffodils are starting to poke through the ground. More 
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Music

When my family moved from the Central West to Sydney we lived with my grandmother at 

Hurstville for several months, while my parents looked for a house to buy. While living there 

I was enrolled at Beverly Hills Girls High School, and even after we moved to Sutherland I 

continued to catch both the train and a bus to Beverley Hills for what remained of my school 

life. It was at that school that I discovered music.

Miss Horniman was the music teacher in those days, an enthusiastic, inspiring infl uence. It 

was she who helped me get beyond the obstacle of not having learned to play an instrument at 

an earlier age. Beginning as I was from scratch at the age of fi fteen was not an impossibility, 

but for years I did feel a little awkward in comparison with my classmates. However, the love 

of a subject can overcome a hesitant start, and when the time came to choose between continu-

ing with Latin or music, I chose music. That decision put me on a pathway that led to the Con-

servatorium of Music in Sydney, and there over four years I trained to become a music teacher.

The Conservatorium was a creaky old place in those days, a fi re hazard, a real death trap. 

It was full of winding corridors and narrow stairs which led past all sorts of teaching rooms 

and ended up at an attic-style restaurant run by a Hungarian couple. Here we students met for 

coffee, thick pastries, soup, various grills and, when we could afford it, spaghetti bolognaise. 

Café food in the sixties was not very inspiring – but we knew nothing else. I recall fondly the 

warm atmosphere of this ragged room on cold, wintry days, warming our hands on bowls of 

soup, huddled together discussing the next class or the one we had just been to. If the weather 

perennials arrive from Lambley Nursery and annuals from Mt Murray. These are going straight 

to the glasshouse until such time as the garden looks more receptive. Currently it is frozen and 

Bryce, rugged up, beanie pulled down over his ears, is digging frozen weeds out of the frozen 

ground. Winter is an awkward time for gardening, but it does give us a chance to catch up on 

things other than endless mowing and hedge trimming.

At this time of year the hawthorn hedges are particularly stark. One day a lady with an 

overbearing manner and strident voice gave me an awful fright by arriving at the front door 

and announcing that they were all dead. I assured her they were just deciduous, but the look 

on her face made me doubt my own sanity for a moment.
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was sunny we wandered in the Botanic Gardens, where you could hear fragments of music drift-

ing from the rooms at the back, or we fi lled in time productively in one of the ‘practice rooms’.

The Sydney Opera House was under construction at the time and I watched its progress 

daily from the train as it pulled into Circular Quay, a briefcase full of sheet music in one hand 

and an instrument of one kind or another in the other (we had to have a working knowledge 

of all the orchestral instruments). My piano teacher was a very elegant but formidable lady, 

whose students regularly broke down in tears. I was not one of them, for although I was not 

brilliant, I did do my homework. My singing teacher was a lecherous older man who today 

would not be able to get away with the suggestive remarks he was so free and easy with. The 

harmony professor was also to be avoided. His habit of fondling our knees, while correcting 

our homework around the piano, made Tuesday mornings unendurable. 

My favourite time was a two-hour lecture on the history of music on Wednesday after-

noons. Here I could curl up in my seat in the small theatrette, eyes closed, mesmerised, absorb-

ing Shostakovich, Stravinsky, Bach, Debussy, Mahler. With my meagre allowance in the form 

of a teacher’s scholarship I would head off to Palings music shop whenever I could, to buy a 

few more records – the symphonies of Mozart and Haydn, Beethoven and Brahms, concertos 

of Prokofi ev and Grieg. My days were fi lled with playing these records over and over again – 

and with practising. Living as we did in a small cottage, I must have nearly driven my family 

demented, for the practising went on well into the night.

I was only twenty years old when I started teaching at Kirrawee High School and, as it turned 

out, setting up the music department in a brand new high school. I don’t think I was meant to 

be a teacher, though I did my best to pass on a love of music to the students who turned up at 

the music room door each day. One of the girls did go on to become a music teacher herself. 

That thought makes me smile. The bane of my life at this time was a class of forty-fi ve fi fteen- 

year-old boys, combined from a metalwork and a woodwork group. Their main aim seemed to 

be to leave the room and the neatly arranged chairs in as much chaos as possible. My main aim 

was to keep as much order as possible, and the music was something of a secondary consider-

ation. This was the beginning of the end of my inspiration for teaching.

It was in my twenties that my love of music stalled. I stopped playing the piano, I stopped 

listening to records and I stopped teaching. While Rob and I continued to go to concerts, and 

the opera in particular (for a love of music was just awakening in Rob), what had been a pas-

sion became less important to me. As the years went by I realised, rather sadly, that with a few 

exceptions such as church organ music, sacred music and some vocal and choral works, I pre-

ferred silence.

Then decades seemed to fl y by and Heidi was born. All sorts of feelings come over new grand-

mothers. One of the feelings I had was, ‘Wouldn’t it be nice to teach Heidi about music when she 

is older.’ So I bought a keyboard. Even though I have a very nice baby grand piano in the conser-

vatory, just waiting to be played, pianos are such serious things. They are fi lled with memories – 

preparations for examinations, concerts, classrooms. One needs confi dence to sit at a piano. 
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Hedges
Love thy neighbour, yet pull not down thy hedge. 

ENGLISH PROVERB

Hedges can arouse the most frightful passions in people here in the Highlands, and some wage 

war on them with great determination. 

While I can see that in an urban situation high hedges can block sun and light, which is 

most unneighbourly, in the country, surely we are entitled to plant for privacy and protection 

from winds?

Hedges make a wonderful habitat for little birds. At Whitley the hedges are full of sparrows, 

wrens and blackbirds – and even possums. The song of the blackbird in the evening is a call so 

gentle and melodious it would surely soften the heart of the fi ercest hedge-hater. James ran into 

such a hedge-hater at his local garden club. No matter what he said in praise of our lovely 

trimmed hedges she would not give up her hedge-hating mantra. At our fi rst Open Garden day, 

the hedge-hater turned up. ‘That’s a bit steep,’ said she, when told the entry fee, and she refused 

to sign the visitor’s book. Janet, James’s wife, suggested she wait to see how she felt about it once 

she had been around the garden. James recognised her immediately and was about to grab her 

and force her to recant on the subject of hedges when she suddenly disappeared from view.

The outer hedges at Whitley are of layered hawthorn and cypress leylandii. The Owens fam-

ily probably planted the hawthorns in the 1890s, but it wasn’t until the Hawkins family lived 

here, nearly a century later, that they were ‘laid’ in the traditional English fashion – fi rst in 

1983, then again in 1986. This was done by Mark Fowles, a champion hedge-layer from 

Bridgenorth in Shropshire, England. A great deal of planning and effort went into all of this 

and we have to be grateful to those who had the foresight to do it.

Keeping hedges well trimmed and in good order is no small task. The cypress leylandii looks 

like velvet because the gardeners are more or less always at it. In order to get more easily to the 

top of the hedges we devised a wooden contraption that sits in the back of the ute. While one 

person drives, the other can trim more easily from the top of this box. Gardening requires a lot 

of ingenuity. 

Over the years I have grown hedges from a wide assortment of shrubs. At Torryburn there 

were snowy white hedges of May, pale blue hedges of plumbago, brightly coloured hedges of 

oleander, tall green hedges of spartans, red-tinged hedges of photinia and perfumed hedges 

of murraya and gardenia. They make soft, living boundaries, delineating, framing and separat-

ing areas one from the other.

Whitley is a garden of hedges. Apart from the hawthorn and cypress leylandii there are cop-

per beech hedges which are glorious in winter, variegated holly, cherry laurel, juniper, Bhutan 

cypress, English box and both English and Japanese yew.

Not only that, but keyboards make an interesting variety of sounds and can be squeezed into tiny 

spaces, such as my offi ce, right next to the desk, and I can practise a little piece in between 

emails should I wish. 

The music is coming back slowly with easy pieces for children, my knobbly fi ngers relearn-

ing what they once knew, tentatively but purposefully. I doubt that I will ever be able to play 

the music I played all those years ago – the sonatas, the preludes and fugues and so on. I don’t 

want to. That was another world and I was someone else. Schubert is the goal. Nothing too 

diffi cult, just beautiful tunes written for children, tunes I once loved. I aim to play simply, 

quietly, without ambition. Not for other people – except Heidi of course. Just Heidi and me 

and a book full of nursery rhymes. 

PREPRESS
DELETE
blackleaves 
top left 
corner
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Above Lorum ipsum dolar velum babblum sacrum gorum ipsum dolar velum.

Left balsum dolar velum helium sacrum plantum garden lovem the day has come to type.

Right Velumk ipsum dolar velum babblum sacrum plantum garden lovem gorum ipsum.

Garden statues

Not everyone is a fan of Mrs Radcliffe’s novels or of our statues. You either like Gothic horror 

or you don’t. 

When we arrived at Whitley, the garden already contained a number of Haddonstone pieces 

and the rest we brought with us – the Chimeras in the orchard, the Headless Monk in the ten-

nis house, the Gargoyle Fountain, assorted Griffi ns and Dragons and Heads of Medusa. The 

Chimeras and the Gargoyle Fountain were carved in Italy from drawings, as were the Mon-

keys that sit on either side of the steps at the Blue Border. Before carving the fountain, the 

sculptors made a trip to Florence to inspect an identical one that stands in a quiet little square 

somewhere there.

The statue of the Archangel Michael came from the facade of a European church. When I 

fi rst saw it in Talisman, my favourite antique shop in England, it was surrounded by numerous 

other statues of nuns and priests, all from the same church. ‘Just the angel, thank you,’ I said 

to Ken the proprietor, thinking that there is really something beautiful about all creatures that 

have wings, including heavenly inhabitants. The retinue of nuns and priests later went to a 

private garden in England where they now meander in solemn procession through a wood. 

The Winged Lion that greets visitors at our front gate came from a pottery company in 

Coventry, England. It was one of two lions that once stood at the factory gates, advertising the 

company’s wares. During the blitz one lion was destroyed. 

I am very fond of the statues, but I know, because I have been told, that some people wonder 

why I have put such ‘grotesque’ objects in a garden. We see things with different eyes. What 

they call grotesque I regard as fanciful. Some people fi nd the raucous call of a peacock irritating 

yet I, on the other hand, fi nd it haunting and romantic. While Whitley is hardly a Castle Mazzini 

or a Northanger Abbey, I like to feel it has at least a little of Anne Radcliffe’s mystery and 

enchantment and Jane Austen’s humour lurking somewhere among its various garden corners. 
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It is easy to forget what it is like to cook for young children, but I do believe that they 

should eat real food, not take-away chicken nuggets and the like – dreadful things 

that one would not eat oneself but which abound on children’s menus in restaurants. 

These fi sh cakes are one of Heidi’s favourite meals.

Fish cakes for Heidi

Fish cakes for Heidi 

Boil the potatoes in plenty of salted boiling water. Drain well then add the 2 egg yolks 
and 1 tablespoon mayonnaise and mash until smooth. 

In a separate bowl, fl ake the salmon and mix it with the remaining mayonnaise, the 
herbs, salt and pepper. Add to the mashed potato and mix until well combined. Shape 
the mixture into 8 fi sh cakes. Dip each into the beaten egg and then the breadcrumbs 
then put them on a plate, cover with plastic wrap and refrigerate for 15–20 minutes 
so they fi rm up. 

Heat a few tablespoons of oil in a heavy-based frying pan and fry the fi sh cakes on 
both sides until golden. Drain briefl y on kitchen paper then serve with lemon wedges, 
carrots and peas.

Makes 8 fi sh cakes

These can be made ahead of time and reheated before serving.

400 g potatoes, peeled and roughly 
chopped

2 egg yolks 
3 tablespoons mayonnaise
1 × 210 g tin red salmon, well drained
2 tablespoons chopped parsley
2 tablespoons chopped chives

½ teaspoon salt 
¼ teaspoon pepper
1 egg beaten
fresh breadcrumbs
vegetable oil for frying
lemon wedges to serve

It is easy to forget what it is like to cook for young children but I do believe that they

Fish cakes for HeidiHeidi came to stay for four days. I tried to have everything in place – an electric blanket, full-

cream milk, ripe avocados, fi sh cakes, a doll’s house, a DVD of Happy Feet and a large jar of 

Vegemite. Other necessities entailed further trips to the shops: little gumboots were needed to 

go walking in the wet grass, rubber ducks were vital for bath time, Play-Doh to while away a 

few extra minutes. We slept in the same room because the house is so big and a bit scary for a 

little girl. I had to learn all over again how to deal with nappies, potties, bath time, story time, 

spoonfeeding, fi nding children’s channels on television, putting shoes on tiny feet and stars on 

hands (it seems little girls are obsessed with stickers). I was followed everywhere. I was 

exhausted. I had forgotten how demanding a small child can be, how little time there is to 

think, to do things for oneself. Start to read a book and they want to climb on top of you. Just 

as I was beginning to adjust, learning to grab her nap time as the time when I had to get abso-

lutely everything I wanted to do done, suddenly she was gone. Peace descended. The doll’s 

house was put back in the cupboard and I was left alone – and missing her. 

I missed her little fi ngers holding mine so trustingly, missed putting her hair in pigtails each 

morning, her eyes watching me put on my makeup and wanting to try everything as well. 

There were all the little routines we did together: holding hands to go down the big stairs (no 

jumping), collecting the eggs, feeding the fi sh, walking the dogs. The dogs were very patient as 

she climbed on top of them, pulling their lips down in order to see their teeth. 

I had forgotten what it means being a mother to one so young. I had also forgotten how 

sweet and open little children can be, eating breakfast then pausing to reach across the table to 

take my hand and say words that I never imagined I would hear – so unexpected and yet so 

wonderful – ‘Nanny, I love you.’ I missed her just being there, her presence reminding me of 

my own little fair-haired girl all those years ago.

It is the last day in July and a white frost covers the distant paddocks where cattle move slowly 

about like so many black dots. I was expecting a frost after last night’s full moon. It was a 

noisy night with the dogs all a-howling and a-barking and me a-pulling the blankets over my 

head and wishing they would all go to sleep.
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Preheat the oven to 180ºC and butter a 24 cm springform cake tin.
Combine the brown sugar, butter and water in a large saucepan and heat gently until 

dissolved to form a sauce. Add the pears to the butterscotch sauce and cook, turning 
occasionally, until tender. 

To make the cake, combine all the ingredients, except for the cream, in the bowl of an 
electric mixer and beat for several minutes until everything is well combined.

Arrange the pear quarters in a decorative manner over the base of the cake tin. Pour 
in 250 ml of the sauce, distributing it evenly. Spoon on the cake batter and smooth the 
surface evenly.

Bake for 60 minutes, or until the cake tests clean when a fi ne skewer is inserted into the 
centre. Leave the cake to cool in the tin for at least an hour. Invert the cake onto a serving 
plate so the pears are on top. 

I like to serve this cake warm with plenty of thick cream. If you make it ahead of time, 
simply reheat for a few seconds in a microwave oven.

Serves 10 easily

If you like sticky date pudding you will enjoy this delicious, warming winter cake.

BUT TERSCOTCH PEARS

350 g brown sugar
125 g butter 
100 ml water
5 brown pears, peeled 

and quartered

CAKE

125 g butter, softened
250 g caster sugar

3 eggs
150 g self-raising fl our
100 g almond meal
1 teaspoon ground cinnamon
1 teaspoon ground ginger
1 generous tablespoon glacé 

ginger, chopped
¼ cup milk
thick cream to serve

After years working in restaurants preparing more complex and refi ned dishes, I am at long 

last learning to be more relaxed when it comes to entertaining. This is exactly the sort of 

meal I can prepare easily when friends and  neighbours come over for an informal dinner.

Informal dinner with the neighbours

Fish pie

To make the topping, boil the potatoes in plenty of salted boiling water. Drain well then add 
butter and milk and mash until smooth. Add salt and pepper to taste and set aside to cool.

To make the fi lling, poach the fi sh and prawns in the fi sh stock until just done (still 
translucent in the middle). Remove from the poaching liquid and set aside. Once the fi sh is 
cool, break into large chunks and transfer to a shallow dish. Cover with plastic wrap until 
ready to use. Keep the liquid to make the sauce.

To make the sauce, heat the butter in a heavy-based saucepan. Fry the onion and celery 
over a low–medium heat until soft and translucent. Stir in the parsley and dill and fry for 
1 minute. Add the mustard and seasonings, then sprinkle on the fl our and stir in well. Add 
the reserved poaching liquid, a little at a time, stirring well to incorporate. Pour in the milk, 
and stir to make a thick sauce. Add the fi sh and prawns to the sauce then tip into a deep pie 
dish. Spoon on the mashed potato and smooth the surface. The pie can be made to this stage 
a few hours ahead of time.

Preheat the oven to 200ºC and bake the pie for around 25 minutes, until the fi lling is hot 
and bubbling and the topping is crunchy and golden. 

Serve straight away with steamed mixed vegetables such as young carrots and broccolini.

Serves 4

The seafood for a fi sh pie can be almost anything you like. I sometimes use salmon instead 

of – or as well as – white fi sh and my friend Barbara always adds a little bit of smoked fi sh 

too. However, this mid-winter fi sh pie uses a simple combination of white fi sh and prawns. 

POTATO TOPPING

4 large potatoes, peeled and 
roughly chopped

knob of butter 
1–2 tablespoons milk 
salt
freshly ground black pepper 

FISH FILLING

500 g thick white fi sh (such as 
blue eye, ling or stargazer)

300 g cleaned prawns 
1½ cups fi sh stock

WHITE SAUCE WITH HERBS

2 tablespoons butter
1 medium brown onion, fi nely sliced
1 celery stick, fi nely chopped
3 tablespoons roughly chopped parsley
1 tablespoon chopped dill
1 teaspoon hot English mustard
salt
freshly ground black pepper
pinch cayenne pepper
3 tablespoons fl our
2 cups milk

After years working in restaurants preparing more complex and refined dishes I am at long

Informal dinner with the neighboursssssss
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‘Just living is not enough,’ said the butterfl y. 

‘One must have sunshine, freedom and a little fl ower.’ 

HANS CHRISTIAN ANDERSON

It must be August. The wind is howling through the radiata pines, branches are coming down 

and we are sharpening chainsaws.

At long last I’m starting to feel optimistic about the garden and it’s because at long last there 

are fl owers again. The weeping apricots are in bloom and the fi rst of the white daffodils. 

‘That’s more like it,’ I think, admiring the pink and white polyanthus that have been planted 

at the front of the house. Splashing bright colour about in a garden that is still pale and wintry 

bare, and basking in the warmth of a glorious day makes everyone feel better. Not only that 

but we have been pruning and feeding, and the delightful twin aromas of blood and bone and 

mushroom compost are in the air.

The Blue Border is a failure. Various salvias, French lavender, convolvulus, echiums, 

scabiosa, perennial phlox, Canterbury bells and love in a mist, with a touch of purple in the 

form of roses and veronica, have given a bluish effect, but it remains dull. The overriding 

colour is in fact green, as there are far more leaves than fl owers. Not enough annuals I suspect. 

I love the blue of cornfl owers – but they always get fl oppy and need staking. Geraniums and 

delphiniums are being grown elsewhere, and even though my gardening friend Amanda used 

to say that you can’t have too many delphiniums, I think she would agree that you can’t have 

them everywhere. I like the idea of a blue garden but maybe blue, like anything else, looks 

better when mingled with other colours and as well as purple I could try adding deep pinks, 

mauve and a touch of lemon. 

When in doubt, I think the best thing to do is to look at what other people have done. Books 

are a great source of inspiration, so once more I am thumbing through Best Borders by Tony 

Lord. Only the garden at Pontrancart Chateau in Normandy has a blue border, and it is really 
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Thank goodness for the daphne which is still fl owering profusely and wafting its perfume right 

in through the front door. It has been the chief provider of all fl oral delights this winter – so far 

we have planted twenty-two.

Jan and Barbara came for a week of painting. In between other things we painted greeting 

cards to sell at the Open Garden fundraiser in November. I am worried that the stables, which 

are to be transformed into an art gallery for the occasion, are too dark and gloomy. 

Then the cobra lily arrived in the mail. It was packed in a little box and swathed in shredded 

paper. James was bemused. ‘Just one bulb?’ he asked, looking it up and down. ‘That was the 

customer limit,’ said I. ‘It is rare, apparently. Forty-six dollars just for one.’ He picked it up 

and, still peering at it, suggested that it be potted up in the glasshouse rather than risk losing 

it in the garden. Then he carried it off as if it was one of the crown jewels. 

Winter must be coming to an end. The Manchurian pears and magnolias are opening their 

buds – just as I’m getting ready to go on holidays. I do hope that when I get back the crab 

apples will still be in fl ower.

The thought of spring being just around the corner makes me wonder if the garden has 

enough in it to make a good show. So I’ve been ordering lots of seeds from the Digger’s Club: 

heirloom vegetables and red poppies, corncockle and pincushion fl owers, varieties that I haven’t 

grown since Torryburn. Bare-rooted roses have arrived from Mistydowns Nursery, as well as 

different shades of achillea, pentstemon and kniphofi a from the Eastcoast Perennials catalogue 

blue and white. It is very calm and beautiful, but my eye is once more drawn to the gardens 

with dazzling colours. I do not think I have the personality to make a ‘calm’ garden. 

Then the plants ordered from Lambley Nursery arrive – Oriental poppies in shades of 

orange, red and white. How a gardener can forgo such bold colours is beyond me – but then, 

everyone’s tastes are different.

Blue fl owers
White roses, snowdrops and lilies, pink hollyhocks and peonies, soft yellow buttercups and 

gaudy daffodils – who could not love them? But give me the blue of violets and forget-me-nots, 

the true geranium and delphinium. Blue – the colour of the wren and the sky and my daugh-

ter’s eyes.
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to a time when we ran wild without a care in the world, built tree houses, picked wild fl owers 

and clambered along dry creek beds. ‘Dry’ is one word that sums up the bush. Dry and full of 

leaf litter, twigs and so on – just the ideal place for fi re to take hold. So I particularly love a 

dense rainforest dripping with moisture, thick with bracken and lichen and tall, straight trunks 

of majestic gums, with the sound of the whipbird and the hope of seeing the elusive lyrebird. 

Coolness and moisture as opposed to dry brittleness. 

Native plant enthusiasts try to convince us that water – or lack of it – is one very good rea-

son why we should stick to what was originally here and so better able to cope with the envi-

ronment. But taken to its extreme and logical conclusion, this ‘native only’ approach would 

mean we should live only on kangaroo, witchetty grubs and bush nuts and miss out on such 

things as Caesar salad, camembert and smoked salmon, along with our glass of beer made of 

hops and wine made of grapes. Must we forgo the vegetable and herb garden too, along with 

the fruit trees, have fi sh without the chips or lemon and eliminate every known food that we 

have grown up with? 

Water is of course a much-needed commodity in a garden. Every gardener understands that 

this is a dry continent, which probably makes us long all the more for what is cool, moist and 

green. Rather than wasting water, true gardeners treasure it, dreaming up ways of collecting it 

and hating to waste a drop. We work out ways to cope with drought and maintain the gardens 

we want with recycled washing and bath water bucketed onto treasured plants, helping to keep 

not just the garden, but all the tiny creatures that live there alive as well. Sometimes we are 

defeated in our efforts – but that doesn’t stop the longing. Drought-tolerant gardens are, I dare-

say, a godsend to those who are busy or would rather sit on the patio and admire their gardens 

from there, but true gardeners will put up a struggle in order to grow the things they love.

My philosophy of gardening, and of life too, is to welcome complexity, diversity and inclu-

siveness. To my way of thinking, the ideal garden combines plants from all corners of the globe 

– including Australian natives – and is eclectic rather than purist, individual rather than ideo-

logical. Ideology never sits comfortably with art and there is nothing drearier than a garden 

planted along ideological lines. 

A garden of pretty (European) fl owers is a haven for birds and frogs and a vast array of 

native animals. And contrary to the opinions of ‘expert’ environmentalists, some native birds 

are just as happy living in an English plane tree and eating its fruits as they are anywhere else. 

But certain native birds do need native plants to feed on, and I am more than happy to accom-

modate their special tastes with wattle, grevillea, bottlebrush, banksias and pretty varieties of 

eucalypts. 

Even a tiny garden can have a mixture of plants. The important thing is to grow things – 

anything – and encourage life and beauty in whatever way you can.

and an assortment of lilies and geums from Tesselaars. ‘For all those bare patches,’ I said to 

James, as he stood scratching his head and wondering where we would put them. ‘I wouldn’t 

worry if I were you,’ he replied. ‘Just a few more weeks and trillions of seeds will be up.’

I should have more faith in nature. I should also go and pack my bag.

An Australian garden
The bush was grey a week today

Olive green and brown and grey

But now the spring has come this way

With blossoms for the wattle. 

VERONICA MASON

I often describe the garden at Whitley as being in two parts – European and Australian. Really, 

the garden is entirely Australian.

To think of ‘exotic’ plants that have been brought out from other countries since European 

settlement as somehow being un-Australian is to avoid contemplating the complexity of life. 

Plants have travelled the globe for as long as humans have and gardeners still love discovering 

something new. Australian vegetation has been changing over millions of years and introduced 

species are part of that ongoing change. 

However, in the gardening world there is something of a war being waged between those 

who believe we should only plant indigenous plants – in other words Australian natives – in 

our gardens, those who dislike natives and only want exotics, and those of us who see beauty 

and merit on all sides and want to be able to pick and choose from the immense range of plants 

available – no matter where they are from. 

The ‘indigenous vegetation enthusiasts’ seem to be everywhere these days, including among 

the bureaucrats in charge of our roadsides and parks. They seem unable to see the beauty and 

benefi t of European imports – even here in the Highlands, where the conifers, oaks, elms, 

maples, birches and fl owering fruit trees are so much part of what makes the Highlands differ-

ent and something of a tourist attraction. They wage war on exotic trees and other plants with 

great zeal. It is an odd sort of patriotism, an attitude that seems to me to be narrow and bor-

dering on puritanical, as if gardeners – unlike everyone else – ought not to be infl uenced by 

anything beyond these shores. 

I love the bush, but I don’t want to live entirely immersed in it for I need softness and colour 

too. The stillness and the more rugged kind of grey-green beauty that one fi nds in native bush 

is magical – the calmness, the mystery, the timelessness. The bush takes me back to childhood, 
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Above Lorum ipsum dolar velum babblum sacrum gorum ipsum dolar velum.

Left balsum dolar velum helium sacrum plantum garden lovem the day has come to type.

Right Velumk ipsum dolar velum babblum sacrum plantum garden lovem gorum ipsum.

Friendship
Friends are like the pillars on a porch. Sometimes they hold you up, sometimes they lean 

on you, and sometimes it is just enough to know that they are standing by.

ANONYMOUS

It takes time and patience to cultivate new acquaintances, like tender seedlings, with love and 

care, hoping that one day they will blossom into friends. 

There was a time when my life was so busy, what with travelling backwards and forwards 

between two homes, tending to business matters and gardening in every single hour that was 

left over, that when I look back now I realise I didn’t have much time left for other people. 

Neither did I belong to anything – like a club or group of any kind. I had been leading for the 

most part, and for many years, such a focused life that relationships had to take a back seat. 

My few good friends I saw rarely. That didn’t matter inasmuch as when we did catch up we 

had a wonderful time fi lling in all the gaps with all the news of what we were doing. But I think 

that my longing for one home was partly inspired by another longing, and that was for the 

company of like-minded people. It might have been something to do with the realisation that 

I was getting older and that I wanted, for the fi rst time it seems, to be involved with other 

people just for the sake of companionship. 

So when I moved to the Highlands I went out and became a volunteer and met new people. 

And with the passage of time – and a few mistakes too, for as we all know, the world of human 

relationships can at times be as tricky to navigate as a rocky coastline – I discovered such an 

abundance of kindness, open-hearted sincerity and generosity of spirit that I suddenly realised 

my life was travelling on a different kind of track and I was the grateful recipient of friendly 

companionship such as I had not known for a long while. That made me think about friend-

ship – true friendship – and the important place it has in our lives.

True friends are those who are glad for you even when their own achievements have met 

with disappointment. They give encouragement in abundance but also honest opinions, for 

truth matters. Agreement for agreement’s sake is not much use to anyone. But with true friends, 

advice is always given in a kindly way, for how we say things matters. Harsh criticism is cruel 

and indigestible.

A friend is constant, there when you need them, dependable, does not gossip about you and 

turns a deaf ear to the gossip of others. How lucky I was in my preoccupied days that my 

friends understood I was not able to give them my constant attention, and were still kind 

enough to be there when needed – always ready to give sympathy in abundance and to listen 

to me with patient fortitude. 

Such a friend can be trusted with your true self, your innermost feelings, fears and doubts, 

your vulnerability. To them you can reveal what is in your heart, even when you are not so very 

proud of what lies there yourself. Then they will recognise your better self, remind you of it 

and think none the worse of you for all your faults and human frailty. None of us are perfect, 
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in friendship or anything else, but a friend will admit when they are in the wrong and will also 

be kind enough to point out gently when you are wrong as well, for ethical behaviour is an 

integral part of true friendship. At the heart of friendship is a sharing of ideals. 

Also at the heart of friendship is trust. We all make mistakes from time to time and bestow 

trust where it is not deserved. Sometimes we do this because we are lonely. Still, despite the 

mistakes and wounds and the diffi culties that can ensue, we should greet each new acquain-

tance with an open heart for true friendship is sometimes to be found in unexpected places.

Real friendship cannot be purchased at any price. It is among the greatest comforts one can 

have. It resides within the happiest of marriages and families and also within the relationships 

we have with those kindred spirits we are fortunate to meet along the various pathways of life. 

It is one of the many faces of love. It does not take advantage of any kind, seeks no reward and 

has no expectations of an inconsiderate nature. It looks for nothing more than the delight of 

companionship that is constant, predictable and full of goodwill and the pleasure of sharing 

one’s thoughts and opinions with another in a spirit of mutual regard and affection.
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This is our favourite Artists’ Lunch and we have it often.

Artists’ Lunch

Double-baked devilled salmon souffl é

Preheat the oven to 225ºC. Butter a large souffl é dish and line the base with a circle of 
baking paper.

Melt the butter in a saucepan, then stir in the fl our and a good pinch of salt and pepper. 
Cook over a medium heat for 2–3 minutes without colouring. Stir in the milk gradually, 
stirring well to incorporate smoothly. When all the milk is added, simmer for 5–10 minutes 
to ensure the fl our is thoroughly cooked. Take the pan off the heat and whisk in the cheese 
and the egg yolks. Stir in the fl aked salmon, mustard, Worcestershire sauce and Tabasco 
and allow to cool.

 In a separate bowl, whisk the egg whites to form stiff peaks. Fold into the salmon mixture 
then spoon into the prepared souffl é dish. Bake for 15 minutes, then lower the temperature 
to 150ºC. Cover loosely with foil and bake for 25 minutes. Serve immediately, or allow to 
cool completely and refrigerate until ready to reheat.

When ready to serve, preheat the oven to 200ºC. Melt the parmesan with the cream and 
add salt and pepper to taste. Pour the glaze over the souffl é and bake for 15–20 minutes 
until lightly puffed and golden brown.

Serves 4
Variation for vegetarians
Blanch 250 g spinach leaves, then squeeze very dry and chop fi nely. Fry 100 g chopped leek 
in a little butter and olive oil until golden. Mix the spinach and leeks with 2 tablespoons 
toasted pine nuts and a good pinch of nutmeg. Fold into the souffl é base instead of the 
salmon and other fl avourings, before folding in the egg whites. As with the salmon souffl é, 
it can be eaten immediately after baking, or it can be double-baked with a parmesan glaze.

This souffl é can either be served immediately after baking, or it can be made ahead of time, 

allowed to cool and then baked again at a later stage with a parmesan glaze. Either way, 

serve it with homemade tomato sauce and a simple Baby Leaf Salad (page 79).

50 g butter
¹⁄³ cup plain fl our
salt
freshly ground black pepper 
400 ml milk
100 g gruyère or tasty cheese, grated
5 eggs, separated
1 × 210 g can red salmon, well drained 

and fl aked

1 tablespoon Dijon mustard
1 tablespoon Worcestershire sauce
splash Tabasco

PARMESAN GL AZE

50 g grated parmesan
½ cup pouring cream
salt
freshly ground black pepper

Homemade tomato sauce

Pears ‘Belle Helene’

Preheat the oven to 200ºC.
Combine the tomatoes, garlic and onion in a baking dish. Season with salt and pepper 

and sprinkle generously with olive oil. Bake for around an hour, stirring from time to time.
Remove from the oven and tip into a food processor. Blend to a purée. When cold, 

transfer to a sealable container and store in the fridge, where it will keep for several weeks.

Makes around 1–1½ kg

Trim the base of the pears so they sit fl at. Stand upright in a medium saucepan and pour in 
the wine and enough water to just cover. Add the sugar, spices and lemon juice. Bring to the 
boil slowly, then lower the heat and simmer gently until the pears are tender – they are done 
when a sharp knife can pierce them easily. Lift them out of the poaching syrup and drain. 
Leave to cool. The poaching syrup can be stored in the fridge for another use.

To make the ice-cream, whisk the egg yolks and sugar together until thick and pale. 
Combine the cream, milk, vanilla extract and vanilla beans in a saucepan. Bring to the 

boil then remove from the heat and pour onto the egg mixture. Stir well, then tip into the 
saucepan and cook gently, stirring all the while, until the mixture thickens to form a custard. 
Do not let it boil or it will curdle. Pour the custard through a fi ne sieve into a bowl and leave 
to cool. Churn in an ice-cream maker then tip into a container and store in the freezer.

 To make the sauce, combine the chocolate and cream in a bowl over simmering water 
or in a double boiler. Stir when melted and remove from the heat.

To serve, sit a pear upright in each serving dish. Add a scoop of ice-cream alongside and 
drizzle with chocolate sauce.

Serves 4

2 kg tinned Italian tomatoes 
(or ripe tomatoes, washed and 
roughly chopped into quarters)

1 clove garlic, roughly chopped 

1 medium brown onion, roughly chopped
2 teaspoons salt
freshly ground black pepper
olive oil

POACHED PEARS

4 fi rm pears (I usually choose brown 
pears), peeled, but stalks left intact

1 cup white wine
water to cover
²⁄³ cup sugar
1 cinnamon stick 
2 cloves
¼ teaspoon allspice
juice of 1 lemon

CHOCOL ATE SAUCE

200 g dark chocolate, roughly chopped
150 ml pouring cream

VANILL A ICE- CREAM

8 egg yolks
150 g caster sugar
600 ml pouring cream
200 ml milk
1 teaspoon vanilla extract
2 vanilla beans, split and scraped

This is our favourite Artists’ Lunch and we have it often

Artists’ Lunch
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The splendour of the rose and the whiteness of the lily do not rob 

the violet of its scent nor the daisy of its simple charm. If every tiny 

fl ower wanted to be a rose, spring would lose its loveliness. 

THERESE OF LESIEUX

Travelling can be an arduous business, an obstacle course of the inconvenient and exhausting, 

yet it seems many people love going places and would rather be anywhere but where they are 

right now. For me travelling needs to be worth the effort, for I am perfectly content to stay at 

home and never go outside the gate again. However, living with one of the world’s more adven-

turous travellers has meant reaching a compromise – we still visit other places, but spend a lot 

of the time in the countryside as opposed to cities, and practise a certain amount of give and 

take when it comes to outings. 

The main purpose of this trip was to meet up with our friends Peter and Nettie in Cardiff 

and go to one of the World Cup rugby matches. To make getting there more enjoyable for me, 

we decided to start in Ireland, later catching the ferry from Dublin to Holyhead, before making 

our way down through northern Wales, staying in comfortable country hotels each night, vis-

iting gardens along the way and indulging in good food and wine in the evenings. Rob actually 

‘gives’ a great deal to the sort of things that I enjoy and always has, and I must say, for a man, 

he is exceptionally patient when it comes to visiting gardens. Then again, I think he must really 

enjoy it for he is still avidly going through guides and fi nding new places to explore long past 

the point when I have seen enough.

The Irish part of our trip was a new experience and somewhat experimental and it turned 

out to be a little bit hit and miss when it came to inspirational encounters of the horticultural 

and gastronomic kinds. A terraced garden at Bantry with a hundred steps to climb seemed 

extraordinarily diffi cult to look after unless one happened to be a mountain goat. There were 

not many fl ower gardens – though I’m sure they exist. It’s a matter of having a good guide and 

knowing where to fi nd them. I would go back to Marlfi eld House at Gorey, with its pretty 

rooms and hallways fi lled with fresh fl owers that came from its own lovely garden. And I’d 
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Hestercombe is a very old garden. The fi rst reference to it was in a medieval description of 

the area in 1249. There are many parts to the garden, including a woodland walk with ponds 

and cascades, but it is the formal garden that we like to spend most time in. This garden was 

commissioned in 1903 to the architect and garden designer Sir Edward Lutyens and was 

planted by his friend and gardening compatriot Gertrude Jekyll. It is a large sunken garden 

crossed by rills (narrow canals) fed by recessed pools, which in turn are fed by masks set into 

stone walls. On the opposite side of the garden these rills spill into ponds of waterlilies and 

goldfi sh. Refl ections are an integral part of this garden and so it was rather a shame that the 

rills and ponds were all under renovation during our visit.

It is also a garden of steps and walls, with a long and much-photographed pergola at the far 

end, a structure that cleverly separates the garden from the surrounding countryside. I am fond 

of the Daisy Steps and the Dutch Garden with its Munstead lavender and soft, silvery catmint 

and lamb’s ears, combined with spikes of yucca. The formal garden, however, with its red can-

nas, red phlox and red gladiolus was, to my mind, a bit too red. Not only that, but I fi nd 

gladiolus such untidy things as they fall over unless staked – and that’s what most of them were 

doing, falling over. Rob says I am too hard – but then he is a serious devotee of red fl owers, 

falling over or otherwise.

Tintinhull garden is to be found in the middle of the village of Tintinhull. It is a much 

smaller garden than Hestercombe, on a fl at site and divided into six garden rooms. It was cre-

ated by Phyllis Reiss between 1933 and 1961. Mrs Reiss gave the house and garden to the 

National Trust in 1954, but continued to live there until her death in 1961. Between 1980 and 

1993 Penelope Hobhouse, a distinguished garden writer and designer, lived there as tenant and 

during her stay introduced many new ideas. I remember the terracotta garden pots during this 

time overfl owing with a range of colourful bulbs and annuals. Now that she no longer lives at 

Tintinhull the planting of these pots has been greatly simplifi ed to succulents alone. I was 

introduced to Tintinhull by Ms Hobhouse’s books, and I’m very glad I was. It would have been 

a wonderful house in which to live, looking out onto that fi rst garden room full of clipped box 

sculptures. They lead one down the garden path looking for all the world like funny fat people 

and one can’t help but want to give them a hug – which is exactly what dear Nettie did. 

My favourite part is the kitchen garden with its nifty little homemade structures for the 

sweet peas and beans to grow on, the pathway lined with catmint (Nepeta ‘Six Hills Giant’), 

and the wide range of vegetables and herbs and cut fl owers. This is a garden I could really live 

in (it would suit me down to the ground) as it is not too big, yet is big enough for walks and 

has lots of different angles and pretty pictures. For me it is a garden to visit over and over again 

and one day I will go back – yet again.

also return to the Mustard Seed Restaurant at Echo Lodge in Limerick, for its friendly wel-

come, homely clutter, walls fi lled with paintings and the very best food. 

In Wales we discovered a really lovely garden quite by accident. We took the wrong road 

and being the navigator I was greatly relieved to have my mistake redeemed in this way. Bod-

nant Garden was beautifully laid out, spacious as well as intimate. It also had fl owers where 

one would hope to fi nd them – near the house. I missed seeing Powis Castle on account of 

being in the vicinity on the wrong day – one of those things tourists have to contend with.

Rosemary Verey once said that she had been greatly inspired by Powis. 

In the south of England, the two gardens that we revisited and took our friends Peter and 

Nettie to see for the fi rst time were Hestercombe and Tintinhull. Hestercombe is near Taunton 

and Tintinhull is near Yeoval. The best place to stay is Bindon Country House Hotel near Wel-

lington. Draped in wisteria, it is such a pretty seventeenth-century house in the Cape Dutch 

style with the most magnifi cent gables. But more important than all of that are the friendly 

staff, the excellent food and the comfortable rooms.
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Home at last and small, pale leaves on the plane tree announce the arrival of spring. I have 

missed the magnolia which I am told fl owered for just a week, but the crab apples are still 

covered in blossoms and petals like confetti land in our hair. 

The best part of going away is coming home. The second best thing is having one’s attitude 

refreshed. What I remember most fondly about our trip are the tea rooms and cake trolleys. 

Most of the gardens we visited have tea rooms and it rounds off an amble through a garden 

very nicely to sit in quaint surroundings with a homemade piece of cake and a pot of tea. We 

had lunch at Hestercombe, in what must have once been the stables, and we had afternoon tea 

in a similar outhouse at Tintinhull. There we all had cake – which was slightly burned on the 

edges – but that only proved that it was homemade, which was a comfort.

Cakes also make me think of the Lake Country House and Spa near Llangammarch near 

Garth. The cake trolley is wheeled out by the butler at 3.30 pm – Victoria sponges, scones, 

shortbreads, date loaf and coffee cake – and suddenly the drawing room is full of other guests. 

I can never make up my mind – it is such a delectable, inviting, old-fashioned selection – and 

dinner is not far off! 

Why such things should be so memorable is probably to do with sentiment – a longing for 

the past, or at least those bits which were pleasant. People don’t seem to make cakes like that 

anymore. Apart from that we are all on diets and feel enormous guilt just thinking about them. 

I look at the recipes I copied from my mother’s book and that she copied from her mother’s 

book which was full of cakes and biscuits and puddings. We made them and ate them with 

great regularity: daisy cake, rainbow cake, spiced cake, treasure chest cake (which had money 

in it), wonder cake, ginger fl uff cake, fountain cake, mountain cake. The kitchen always seemed 

to smell of baking, aprons were dusty with fl our. Morning and afternoon teas – rituals as 

important as any other meal. 

Gardeners
The most noteworthy thing about gardeners is that they are always optimistic, always 

enterprising, and never satisfi ed. They always look forward to doing something better.

VITA SACKVILLE-WEST

As no two gardens are alike, so are no two gardeners. We are all as different as we could pos-

sibly be.

There is a common wisdom, which is actually a fallacy, that assumes gardeners to be ‘such 

nice people’. One frequently hears that when being asked to open one’s garden to the public. 
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on the subject of plants and what should be done with them. They had strong views and strong 

personalities. Our own Edna Walling was such a gardener. She ‘loathed’ a garden that could 

be seen all at once. She liked gardens to be ‘spontaneous but not haphazard’, a fault that she 

would quite simply have never allowed. Perhaps the infl uence of these ladies might not have 

been so great had they not been so formidable.

For sheer crotchetiness and controversy one could not fi nd another to equal William Rob-

inson, the ‘Father of the English Garden’. He hated greenhouses, conservatories, bedding out, 

Latin names for plants and topiary and he did not do his hating quietly. He waged war on 

many a horticultural front and made no effort to understand his opponent’s point of view. He 

hated formal gardens with a vengeance and berated and bludgeoned his opinions of what a 

garden should be onto the English consciousness. He was cantankerous and quarrelsome and 

certainly not someone I would want visiting my garden – yet his legacy was immense and we 

have a lot, in among all his ranting, to be grateful for. 

Christopher Lloyd was another British gardener whom I greatly admired. His garden at 

Great Dixter gave immense enjoyment to hundreds and thousands of visitors over the years 

and I was one of those in 1997. He was a writer as well as a gardener, sharing his enthusiasm 

for gardening as well as cooking with others through his books and a column in Country Life 

magazine. I have several of these books, including The Well-Tempered Garden, from which he 

‘Gardeners are such nice people,’ they say, as if you wouldn’t know better. ‘Are they now?’ 

I reply with just the hint of a smile, while considering at least one or two I would describe 

somewhat differently.

You might of course be forgiven for thinking gardeners have sweet temperaments, given the 

tranquil surroundings in which they work, close to nature and surrounded by endless subjects 

of beauty. Yet, as one who has encountered the loudly voiced opinions of gardeners with end-

lessly diverse dislikes, preferences and prejudices on every conceivable horticultural subject, 

and who has observed the fact that they are just as susceptible to envy and pride, bad temper 

and gossip as anyone else, I think it can be said that gardeners are no better or worse than oth-

ers and that gardening in itself is no more a benefi cial infl uence on personality than mathemat-

ics or mountain climbing. 

Women in the garden can be just as outspoken and cantankerous as men. In particular they 

can be very bossy (and I include myself in that remark), as well as prickly (indeed on some days 

I almost resemble a cactus!). Gertrude Jekyll was very forthcoming with her views. ‘A collec-

tion of plants is not a garden,’ she said. Her advice was blunt and often caused offence. She 

hated horticultural shows and anything that did not conform to her idea of what a garden 

should be. Indeed, she was not atypical of many lesser-known female gardeners of the Victor-

ian era, who were rather colourful characters and not in the least backward in coming forward 
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Labels
The plants at Dixter are unlabelled. I know this is a bore, when you quickly want a 

plant’s name. Generally there is someone to ask. Here are some of the reasons for my 

not labelling.

1.  This is my own personal garden; I do not have the obligations of an institution   

 like a botanic or National Trust garden.

2.  I hate the look of labels. Like a cemetery.

3.  They are expensive in terms both of materials and the time needed to list the   

 plants and to write and place the labels.

4.  Plants (as against shrubs) need labels that are stuck in the ground. The public   

 removes them, the more easily to read, but does not replace them fi rmly or even 

 in the right place. 

5.  It is easier to pop a label into a handbag than to try and memorise it on the spot. 

6.  The wrong label is read for the name of the plant to be identifi ed. 

7.  Visitors dart into a border, oblivious of footprints, the better to read a label that 

 is out of reach from the front.

8.  If all labels are for that reason placed at the front, misapplication of names will 

 be aggravated.

9.  Even when plants are clearly labelled, the public will still ask their name if 

 anyone is around to talk to. They’re on an outing. We’re trying to work.

Sorry! 

Christopher Lloyd

I am inclined to think that gardeners on the whole prefer their own company – mixed of 

course with that of frogs and centipedes and so on – and merely tolerate the human species that 

come as intruders into their solitary world, full of ridiculous questions. I don’t know how 

many times I have been asked whether I planted the fully grown trees here at Whitley. In just 

fi ve years – I ask you!

And if we have fi ercely held opinions about how we like to garden it might be simply to 

defend our right to be different – to plant things all in a muddle, colours clashing, and daring 

to call it a garden, even if Miss Jekyll doesn’t think it is. 

We’re never quite happy with what we’ve done either. That in itself is enough to make one 

extremely irritable. And, even more than cooking, gardening is such an imprecise art. Things 

die inexplicably, or get eaten, or turn out to be a different colour to the one expected. Surely 

we have a right to be grumpy.

However, on the whole I do think gardeners are a peaceable lot, and the majority of garden 

visitors, who also happen to be gardeners, are sympathetic and friendly. Being with nature does 

have a soothing effect on most of us. And who knows, for all our bossiness and grumbling and 

forthright opinions and all the rest of it – if we weren’t gardeners, we might be a lot worse. 

earned the occasional title, ‘The Ill-Tempered Gardener’. He was an informative writer, pass-

ing on his own practical experiences with great wit and dry humour. I think he was also a great 

stirrer who enjoyed shaking people up and out of their very comfortable gardening zones.

I, for one, loved his bold mix of colours. ‘If I think a yellow candelabrum of mullein will 

look good rising from the middle of a quilt of pink phlox, I’ll put it there – or let it put itself 

there,’ says his blurb in the Great Dixter brochure. Towards the end of that brochure he wrote 

on the subject of labels: 
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Three little garden thoughts
Garden spires

A garden needs height and I don’t just mean trees. Climbing plants, be they roses, clematis, 

jasmines or all manner of vines and creepers clambering up obelisks and trellises, draw the eye 

upwards, giving that much-needed vertical accent and glorious profusion at a height. So do the 

garden spires – the plants that grow vertically on tall stems – like hollyhocks, foxgloves, del-

phiniums, larkspurs, kniphofi a, oyster plants, verbascums, lupins and foxtail lilies. I only 

became aware of foxtail lilies after moving to Whitley and I now have dozens in bronze, cream 

and yellow. David from Lambley Nursery tells us in his very informative catalogue that they 

come from the dry Central Asian steppes and like full sun. They are frost hardy, which I like, 

and their spikes – I call them spires – can be two metres high. The gladiolus is a spire, which 

as I have already said, needs staking, and it is probably best grown somewhere behind the 

chook yard for use as a cut fl ower by those for whom Barry Humphreys has not altogether 

destroyed the concept. 

Gardens need spires to counterbalance the mounds, rounds, blobs, clumps and clusters. 
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Garden spikes

Sea holly is a spiky plant that makes an unusual cut fl ower. I avoid spikiness in general, and 

the only other spiky cottage plant I grow (apart from roses which I can forgive almost any-

thing) is the globe artichoke, which is very sculptural and grand in among the larger plants. 

The artichokes are not only good to eat but to draw and paint as well. In general spiky plants 

are ghastly in cottage gardens for they tear one’s clothes to shreds (not to mention one’s body) 

when weeding. Roses are one thing, but teeth-bearing aloes, sharp-pointed agaves, yuccas 

bearing names such as ‘Spanish Dagger’ and Adam’s Needle’ and cacti of any description are 

to be avoided. Leave such monsters to the dry garden, rock garden, gravel garden, low main-

tenance garden and no-dig garden enthusiasts who abound on all sides. 

A touch of red

Shirley was the art teacher at Willandra – perhaps she still is. She once tried to teach me to 

paint in watercolours, for a brief period, before I met Barbara. She was a very accomplished 

artist who also introduced me to pointillism using pastels or ink, a technique that both she and 

I found very soothing, almost meditative. One thing Shirley recommended when painting was 

to put a touch of red somewhere in one’s picture. A touch of red, she used to say, would bring 

the picture to life. Perhaps she didn’t mean us to follow this advice slavishly in every single 

picture but it was a little idea to bear in mind. It is also a little idea to bear in mind in the gar-

den and the red fl ower I am most fond of that provides this magical touch is the geum. It comes 

in other colours besides red – vivid orange and apricot for instance – but the red is especially 

valuable. Flanders and Ladybird poppies are also good but less reliable; too much rain and 

they turn black and fall over. Geums on the other hand are sturdier, they fl ower throughout 

both spring and summer and, like Shirley’s painterly touch, they seem to sparkle and lift the 

whole garden.
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Although I fi nd the whole business of travel somewhat exhausting, I do love visiting 

beautiful gardens that are open to the public. There is usually a quaint building tucked 

away somewhere near the entrance – an old outhouse, a disused stable or barn manned 

by a lady or two – just waiting for weary garden enthusiasts. Here we may collapse and 

be tempted by an assortment of homemade cakes displayed invitingly under glass domes.

These are some of the goodies that I would have in a tea room if I had one at Whitley. 

They are the kind of cakes that are lovely with a pot of tea at the end of a garden tour.

Cakes for an imaginary tea room

Chocolate cake

Preheat the oven to 180ºC. Butter a 22 cm cake tin, dust it lightly with fl our and line 
the base with baking paper. 

Place the eggs and sugar in an electric mixer and beat until pale and creamy. Add the 
vanilla, melted butter and yoghurt and mix in briefl y. Sift on the fl our and cocoa powder 
and mix until well combined.

This is a fabulous everyday sort of cake – just perfect for a tea room. It is light and moist 

and rises high enough to be split in two and fi lled with whipped cream and jam, if you like. 

Alternatively, cover with chocolate icing.

3 eggs
250 g caster sugar
1 teaspoon vanilla extract
125 g butter, melted
1 cup creamy plain yoghurt
225 g self-raising fl our
3 heaped tablespoons cocoa powder

CHOCOL ATE ICING

1 cup icing sugar mixture
2 heaped tablespoons cocoa powder
2 tablespoons hot water
2–3 tablespoons pouring cream

Passionfruit cake

Preheat the oven to 180ºC. Butter a 22 cm cake tin, dust it lightly with fl our and line 
the base with baking paper. 

Place the eggs and sugar in an electric mixer and beat until pale and creamy. Add the 
melted butter and passionfruit pulp and mix in briefl y. Sift on the fl our and mix until 
well combined.

Pour the batter into the prepared cake tin and bake for 45–50 minutes, or until the 
cake tests clean when a fi ne skewer is inserted into the centre. Turn out onto a wire rack 
and leave to cool completely before fi lling or icing.

To make the icing, combine the icing sugar mixture with the butter and enough 
passionfruit pulp to make a spreadable consistency. Spread over the cake and allow 
to set before serving.

Serves 8–10

This is a the perfect cake to make when passionfruit are plentiful.

3 eggs
250 g caster sugar 
125 g butter, melted
1 cup passionfruit pulp 
250 g self-raising fl our

PASSIONFRUIT ICING

1 cup icing sugar mixture
1 tablespoon very soft butter
passionfruit pulp

Hummingbird cake

Preheat the oven to 180ºC. Butter a 22 cm cake tin, dust it lightly with fl our and line 
the base with baking paper. 

Place the eggs and sugar in an electric mixer and beat until pale and creamy. Add the 
pineapple, banana, passionfruit, walnuts and coconut and mix in briefl y. Add the oil 
and mix in. Sift on the fl our and spices and fold everything together lightly until well 
incorporated. 

Pour the batter into the prepared cake tin and bake for 45 minutes, or until the cake 
tests clean when a fi ne skewer is inserted into the centre.

Allow the cake to rest in the tin for a few minutes before turning out onto a wire 
rack to cool.

To make the icing, combine the icing sugar mixture with the butter, cream cheese, 
vanilla and enough lemon juice to make a spreadable consistency. Spread over the 
cake and decorate with walnut halves. Allow to set before serving.

Serves 8–10

I had my fi rst slice of hummingbird cake at a coffee shop in Moss Vale. I thought it 

a really good cake – almost a meal in itself – and such a delightful and inexplicable 

name that I would have to try and make it myself.

2 eggs
250 g brown sugar
440 g can crushed pineapple, drained
1 ripe banana, mashed (around ½ cup)
pulp of 2 passionfruit
½ cup chopped walnuts
½ cup desiccated coconut
¼ cup vegetable oil
250 g self-raising fl our

1 teaspoon ground cinnamon
1 teaspoon ground ginger

CREAM CHEESE ICING

1 cup icing sugar mixture 
50 g very soft butter
50 g very soft cream cheese
1 teaspoon vanilla extract
fresh lemon juice
walnut halves for decoration

Although I find the whole business of travel somewhat exhausting I do love visiting

Cakes for an imaginary tea room
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Lemon cake

Preheat the oven to 180ºC. Butter a 22 cm cake tin, dust it lightly with fl our and line 
the base with baking paper. 

Place the eggs and sugar in an electric mixer and beat until pale and creamy. Add the 
melted butter, yoghurt and lemon juice and mix in briefl y. Sift on the fl our and mix until 
well combined.

Pour the batter into the prepared cake tin and bake for 45 minutes, or until the cake 
tests clean when a fi ne skewer is inserted into the centre. Turn out onto a wire rack and 
leave to cool completely before fi lling or icing.

To make the icing, combine the icing sugar mixture with the butter and enough lemon 
juice to make a spreadable consistency. Spread over the cake, sprinkle with a little lemon 
zest and allow to set before serving.

Serves 8–10

Although I love this fresh tangy cake just as it is, sometimes I vary it by adding ½ cup 

desiccated coconut, which I fold in with the fl our.

3 eggs
250 g caster sugar
125 g butter, melted
½ cup creamy plain yoghurt 
½ cup lemon juice
250 g self-raising fl our

LEMON ICING

1 cup icing sugar mixture
1 tablespoon very soft butter
juice and zest of ½ lemon

Pour the batter into the prepared cake tin and bake for 60 minutes, or until the cake 
tests clean when a fi ne skewer is inserted into the centre. Turn out onto a wire rack and 
leave to cool completely before fi lling or icing.

To make the icing, combine the icing sugar mixture with the cocoa, hot water and 
enough cream to make a spreadable consistency. Spread over the cake and allow to set 
before serving.

Serves 8–10



bearded iris
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poppies
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